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Infiniti Repair in Allen, Plano, McKinney, Richardson, Frisco, and The
Colony, TX by Linear Automotive

Linear Automotive provides certified Infiniti repair service & mechanics in Allen, Plano,
McKinney, Richardson, Frisco, and The Colony, TX. An Infiniti body shop compliments the
recent upgrades to help provide exemplary collision repair service, factory scheduled regular
maintenance, and engine repair by certified mechanics.

Plano, TX (PRWEB) December 31, 2013 -- Any Infiniti owner will be pleased with the mechanics & state of
the art full service repair facility at Linear Automotive. Visit the website at LinearAutomotive.com. The shop
has recently been modified and outfitted with the tools and equipment necessary to handle Infiniti repairs for
any year and model. Additional certified Infiniti mechanics & body technicians were also added to perform
service in a timely manner. Now, luxury car owners can get repairs performed at an affordable price and on
time.

Going without a vehicle is always an inconvenience which is why so many people choose Linear Automotive
as a certified Infiniti dealer alternative in Allen, McKinney, Richardson, Plano, Frisco, and The Colony, Texas.
The staff are trained professionals offering five star customer service and providing valuable insight when it
comes to Infiniti repair.

The Infiniti mechanical and engine repair service areas are fully equipped to handle oil changes, factory
scheduled maintenance, and engine repairs for all years and models. The shop also accepts Infiniti warranty
service contracts for repairs and maintenance according to the terms outlined in the agreement. All Infiniti parts
and components such as alternators, radiators, air conditioning, brake pads and rotors, fuel injection, starters,
fuel pumps, batteries, timing belts, power steering, front ends, suspension, struts, shocks, water pumps, and
more are repaired or replaced by certified mechanics who are experienced & comfortable working with Infiniti
models.

This certified Infiniti body shop specializes in collision repairs and service from minor fender benders all the
way up to major collisions, requiring the frame to be pulled back into factory specifications by a trained
specialist on the computerized frame machine. The Infiniti body shop repairs bumpers, door dings, fenders,
hoods, grilles, windshields, windows, side glass, quarter panels, spoilers, ground effects, and even offers
custom paint in an Italian Style climate controlled down draft paint booth.

The paint is baked on to provide a perfect showroom finish every time. Infiniti hail damage removal and repair
is perfect for those dents and dings too small for the body shop. Paintless dent repair and removal has been
around a long time; however, it is important to make sure the repair is done by a trained professional that will
not drill holes in the body and compromise the structural integrity of the vehicle which could possibly void the
warranty. By using a certified shop and mechanics at Linear Automotive for Infiniti repair and service, a luxury
car owner can rest assured that the work is being performed by expert technicians according to factory
specifications.

The trained Infiniti mechanics also perform brake service and repair, major engine repairs, electrical repair, and
computer diagnostics. One trip in to this shop is all it takes for a luxury car owner to understand why so many
people in the cities around North Dallas choose this Infiniti dealer alternative.
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Anyone looking for top quality certified Infiniti mechanics, repairs, and maintenance in Allen, McKinney,
Richardson, Plano, Frisco, and The Colony, Texas will be quite pleased with this full service center. From the
experienced staff to the friendly technicians to the affordable pricing, it quickly becomes obvious as to why
Linear Automotive has become so well known for its reputation working with German & European imports.

Linear Automotive is located just off I-75 and the George Bush Turnpike which is only minutes away from
Dallas, and cities north of Dallas. Come on by and find out why so many people choose Linear Automotive. For
more information about Infiniti services call the shop at 972-633-2201 or visit the website at
www.LinearAutomotive.com
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Contact Information
AL Thompson
Linear Automotive
http://linearautomotive.com/infiniti-repair-service/
972-633-2201

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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